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Sixteen wooden vessels converged in a quiet, sheltered harbor on Catalina Island in early October, 2019 at the invitation
of the Los Angeles Yacht Club. Prominently beautiful were the eight power yachts from the Classic Yacht Association:
ATHENA, CONQUEST, ENCHANTRESS, JOIE, LONE RANGER 2, MINDFUL, ONO, and SEA BOARDER.
As Wayne Ettel says, “It's great to spend time with people who love and appreciate classic watercraft as much as we do.”

-photo by Wayne Ettel

Thank you for the kind words we have received and for your participation in the 2019 Wooden Boat Jamboree. Since 1901
we have welcomed generations of friends and families to become a part of our yachting history, it was such a pleasure to
share with you what we treasure most Howland’s Landing. My vision is that LAYC in three years time
will be known for their classic fleet. If CYA, WHYC, Maritime Preservation Trust and LAYC, partner
together we will shine light on the history of these classic yachts and fellowship it creates, that we all
love and unites us together. I hope you will consider being part of it.
Kelly Marie / Fleet Captain
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Vintage Map of Catalina
Howland’s Landing is HERE


Howland’s Landing is the exclusive Catalina mooring for the Los Angeles Yacht Club.
In a cove just east of Emerald Bay, it is unequaled for its tranquility in the off-season and active fun during season.
The beach-side facilities include mature trees, a large barbecue area, picnic tables, sinks,
permanent toilet facilities, sand volleyball court, and fire pit.
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Full Circle: Sea Boarder returns to Catalina

by Commodore Jim Kroeger

Ever since the SEA BOARDER returned to the
family after 43 years, I have dreamed of
taking her back to Catalina. My Grandfather
loved going over and as a family we made
the trip often. One thing he was known for
was having a pipe with him at all times and
thus it became the official symbol on his
private signal.
After becoming confident with boat
operation and making sure she was
seaworthy with bottom repairs in the yard
this spring, we decided to make the trip to
Howland's Landing in October. It was a
picture-perfect day as we set out from
Los Alamitos Harbor and we made it without
a hitch.
Upon arrival I silently celebrated wearing my
Grandfather's fedora and lit up a pipe in his
honor. The SEA BOARDER had come full circle.

-

Photo by Janet Beggs
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Blue Skies & Blue Seas:

Wooden Vessels arrive at their moorings
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We made it!
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Peckham’s Perch: “The Jamboree I See”
traveling aboard the Commodore’s Flagship SEA BOARDER
by Staff Commodore John Peckham
The first Wooden Boat Jamboree at Howland’s Landing on Catalina Island took place on October 4-6, 2019. This was a joint
event hosted by the Los Angeles Yacht Club (LAYC)and the Classic Yacht Association (CYA), Southern Cal Fleet. This event
started some months ago at LAYC. Rick Olson and I were giving a talk about CYA and afterwards as we were talking with
Kelly Marie, LAYC Fleet Captain, who showed us a picture of Howland’s Landing from way back in the day. The harbor was
filled with wooden boats and we all thought: Wouldn’t be fun to recreate that??! So the seed was sown and the planning
commenced. Howland’s Landing is owned by LAYC and the moorings are member owned, so Kelly began a letter writing
campaign to see if the members would let us use their moorings for that weekend. The response was overwhelmingly
positive! Margaret Waite, member of both LAYC and CYA, joined her in the plotting and scheming. Soon, it was the big
day! Everything was in place, all the details were worked out, and we expected 19 boats!

The weather on Saturday was beautiful, no wind, almost
glass-like seas and a temp in the high 70’s.
Our passage took about 5 hours, Jim Kroeger’s boat,
SEA BOARDER cruising around 8-10 knots.

We met up
with Skipper
Rick Olson and
ONO at
Angel’s Gate
in San Pedro.

Navigation system working perfectly!

Before we know it, we are there! Greetings from our
friends and fellow yachtsmen made us feel so welcome!
A center console boat greeted us with champagne and put
a harbour pilot (Wayne Ettel) aboard. Wayne guided Jim
through the mooring field and gave us instructions of what
to do. I was on the bow and grabbed the mooring flag,
attached the line to the bow bitt and pulled up the sand
line so Janet Beggs could tie off the stern. All squared away
and we are ready for the weekend.

Commodore Kroeger at the helm
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Saturday night was a big BBQ
and bonfire on the beach.
Sunday morning, LAYC hosted
breakfast
for
everyone
(big thanks). Lots of swimming,
visiting other boats, and plenty
of great yachting fellowship.
Sounds of water splashing,
back flips off the cabin roofs,
laughter and good times filled
the weekend.
I’d also like to give a real big thanks to Sage Marie who
skippered the shore taxi all weekend and was a great help
to those of us without dinghies to get to and from shore.

ATHENA;

The trip home was through the fog, SEA BOARDER lacks
radar and pretty soon we got separated from ONO, which
does have radar. I knew the course heading and kept a
weather eye out for big ships as we were in the shipping
lanes for both the ports of Long Beach and San Pedro and
visibility is maybe 500 feet.

ROSE OF SHARON crew swimming



We pressed on and I saw the aft cabin of a container ship
in the gloom just off to our port side and then we
emerged from the fog right in front of Queens Gate,
exactly where I wanted to be! All my years of ocean
kayaking and dead reckoning (a bit of luck too) paid off.
About a quarter mile away on our port side I see ONO
heading towards us.
We joined up, heckled each other, cruised together for a
few minutes, waved to each other, then ONO turned
toward Long Beach and SEA BOARDER veered south down
to Alamitos Bay. Soon we were back at the dock and yet
another fun boating event was over.
ONO before we lost sight of her in the fog
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High Hike / Quiet Cove: Bird’s Eye Views

- photos by Dianna Ettel and Jim Kroeger
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We invite you to view our filmmakers artistic interpretations of the weekend:

“The Good Old Days” by Wayne Ettel

“Contigo” by Jonathan Lennard


https://vimeo.com/366849257


https://vimeo.com/366849257

Southern California Fleet
acknowledges and thanks Margaret Waite for her hard work and fine hosting skills during the weekend

- photo by Rick Olson
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Beach Time / Island Views

Photos by Dianna Ettel, Jim Kroeger , Rick Olson, John Peckham
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This is the land the sunset washes,

These are the banks of the golden sea . . .
-

Emily Dickinson
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A collection of sunset photos by Dianna Ettel and Rick Olson
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“Twilight Falls”  classic yachts rest in a quiet Catalina cove

– photo by Jim Kroeger
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